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Given that FLAC3D (a geotechnical calculation software) is difficult to use for building large, complex, and three-dimensional
mining models, the current study proposes a fast and a convenient modeling technique that combines the unique advantages
of FLAC3D in numerical calculation and those of SURPAC (a mine design software) in three-dimensional modeling, and the
interface program was compiled. First, the relationship between the FLAC3D and the SURPAC unit data was examined, and the
transformation technique between the data was given. Then, the interface program that transforms the mine design model to
calculate the model was compiled using FORTRAN, and the specific steps of the program implementation were described using a
large iron and copper mine modeling example. The results show that the proposed transformation technique and its corresponding
interface program transformed the SURPAC model into the FLAC3D model, which expedited FLAC3D modeling, verified the
validity and feasibility of the transformation technique, and expanded the application spaces of FLAC3D and SURPAC.

1. Introduction
Along with the rapid development of computer technology
in recent years, the numerical method along with artificial
intelligence technique has become an important mean of
analyzing and calculating modern engineering technologies
[1–6] and forecasting engineering stability and reliability [5,
7–9]. FLAC3D (numerical calculation software) has been
extensively recognized and applied for analyzing geotechnical
issues [10–12]. FLAC3D could be used to examine the
changing rules of the field effect of rock mass from the
macrotrend and it is suitable for most engineering mechanics
issues, particularly for analyzing material elastoplasticity,
large deformation, rheology prediction, and for geotechnical numerical simulation of construction processes [13–16].
However, FLAC3D is quite difficult to use for pretreatment
modeling, particularly in the geological body of complicated
multimedia and multiboundaries [17, 18]. Thus, engineers
often use models by simplifications to approximately describe
geotechnical models to solve this problem above. But different lithologies have different mechanical features excessive
simplification of the model would reduce the reliability

of the numerical simulation results. On the other hand,
the geology or mine design platform demonstrates good
three-dimensional modeling, and it could accurately express
the spatial distribution of the stratum and the geological
structure with different lithologies [19–22]. A great progress
has been made on simulation methods of complex geological
interfaces and features, for instance, Xu et al. [17] suggested
a 3D geological modeling technique (SGM) as a tool for
constructing complex geological models in rock engineering,
Wu and Xu [23] used a simple plane to simulate the fault
or multiple combined planes to approximate the fault, for
modeling geological faults in 3D, and Zhong et al. [24] presented an integrated 3D geological modeling methodology
for modeling and visualization of large 3D geoengineering
applications. But mine design is relatively independent of
numerical calculation and analysis, and its function is generally limited to visualization and qualitative judgments. Thus,
combining the advantages of the mine design platform in
modeling and that of FLAC3D in numerical calculation and
analysis is necessary. Recently, only few studies have been
conducted on this combination.

2
The numerical calculation of a large mining project often
involves complicated three-dimensional geological models.
The current study takes the mine design software SURPAC with its powerful modeling function as the platform,
builds complex three-dimensional models of mines, and
automatically generates a FLAC3D model through data
transformation to expand the application of FLAC3D into
the numerical simulation of mine projects to solve the
difficulties of FLAC3D modeling and to build accurate threedimensional mining models that can improve the reliability
of simulation results and give play to the computational
power of FLAC3D. Moreover, SURPAC could also expand its
mechanical analytical ability based on its inherent functions
such as data collection, storage, management, and inquiry to
meet the requirements of an engineering model in prediction
and decision support.

2. Development of the Model
Transformation Procedure
2.1. SURPAC Modeling. The SURPAC serial software is a set
of megadigitized mining engineering software with domestic
leading level in minefields, and it is extensively applied to
resource appraisal, geological measurement, mine design
plan, production plan management, and reclamation design
after pit closure [25–27]. Moreover, SURPAC could help
metal mines to effectively achieve digitization and informatization of mine design, planning, and management. SURPAC
has a complete set of three-dimensional modeling tools,
and it could achieve complete imaging of mine exploration,
three-dimensional geological modeling, the establishment of
engineering database, open gallery and underground mine
design, production and mining progress plans, tailing, and
reclamation designs. Moreover, SURPAC has a powerful
three-dimensional graphic system, and its core is composed
of a totally integrated graphic module that has a complete set
of visualization means and of data editing tools that visually
generates and displays the three-dimensional structures of
underground geology or mining areas, ground and terrain
models, and other graphics. Moreover, it is an effective,
convenient, and fast platform for building complex computational models.
SURPAC adopts a polygon mesh to describe the physical
borders of an orebody that forms during extraction, and block
modeling is performed after the solid model is built. The
solid model is a three-dimensional geometric model based on
computer geometric shaping technologies, and it completely
describes the spatial structure, geometric configuration, and
spatial borderline of the lithology. A block, model includes a
three-dimensional model consisting of common hexahedral
blocks and it is the foundation for lithologic assignment and
the subsequent numerical calculation. The basic idea is to
divide the spatial geometric model of the orebody into a
multitude of unit blocks and then to assign lithology values
to the unit blocks that fill the entire orebody.
2.2. Brief Description of FLAC3D. FLAC3D is a numerical modeling code for advanced geotechnical analysis of
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Figure 1: Data relationship between FLAC3D and SURPAC unit
data.

soil, rock, and structural support in three dimensions [28].
FLAC3D is used in analysis, testing, and design by geotechnical, civil, and mining engineers. It is designed to accommodate any kind of geotechnical engineering project, where
continuum analysis is necessary.
FLAC3D utilizes an explicit finite difference formulation
that can model complex behaviors not readily suited to FEM
codes, such as problems that consist of several stages, large
displacements and strains, and nonlinear material behavior
and unstable systems (even the cases of yield/failure over large
areas or total collapse).
2.3. Transformation of SURPAC and FLAC3D Data. SURPAC provides hexahedral unit shapes for treating units of
simulated objects and it changes the sizes of the hexahedral units based on the features of the geological body,
precision requirements of calculation, and spatial layout
features of the unit shapes. Compared with the unit shapes
in FLAC3D, the hexahedra units in SURPAC are known to
correspond to block units. The information in a FLAC3D
unit includes the three-dimensional coordinates of eight
nodes (𝑝1 ∼ 𝑝8 ) in the unit and in the unit group. The
information in the SURPAC unit includes a unit centroid
(𝑥0 , 𝑦0 , and 𝑧0 ), sizes 𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , and 𝑠3 , and unit attributes.
Figure 1 shows the mapping relationship between two types
of unit nodes. The transformation technique of the unit node
coordinates could easily be obtained through the geometric
relationship,
𝑥0 − 𝑠1
,
2
𝑦 −𝑠
= 0 2,
2
𝑧0 − 𝑠3
=
,
2

𝑥𝑝1 =
𝑦𝑝1
𝑧𝑝1

(1)
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where, 𝑥𝑝1 , 𝑦𝑝1 , and 𝑧𝑝1 represent the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 coordinates
of point 𝑝1 , respectively.
The three-dimensional coordinates of points 𝑝2 ∼ 𝑝8
could be obtained using the same theory.
Parts in the model that need special treatment are
grouped together during FLAC3D calculation. Thus, the
attributes of each unit is determined along with SURPAC
modeling to transform the units with different attributes
into different groups in the FLAC3D model. The specific
implementation process is as follows: SURPAC builds a block
model of the three-dimensional orebody during modeling,
that is, three-dimensional dissection of the entity model of
the orebody with squares or cuboids.
The blocks are assigned with different attributes. SURPAC adopts a series of three-dimensional arrays to store
information, such as grade and lithology, among others.
The subscripts of an array correspond to the row, line, and
layer number of blocks to save storage space and calculation
time. However, SURPAC is inflexible to use because its
coordinates rotate quite often during modeling. SURPAC
has sharp contradictions in accurately fitting the borderline
and the division grain size (storage) of a mine. Thus, the
octree method was introduced to solve this problem, that
is, continuously dividing the three-dimensional entity space
into eight three-dimensional networks of the same size,
with one or several attributes, as shown in Figure 2. The
unit is continuously subdivided if the mesh is too big until
the same area has a single attribute to meet the border
of an orebody with different attributes. The border of a
geological body could be simulated in form using continuous
subdivision, and the mesh will have the attributes of a rock
in such spatial position. Thus, the current study builds a
three-dimensional geological model to reflect completely the
geological structure, the spatial distribution of the lithology, and accurate geological information using continuous
subdivision under multimedia complex conditions. Finally,
the SURPAC block model generates STR files, which could
be opened in text format. The data file has the following
format.
(1) Header message.
(2) Centroid coordinates, sizes, and attributes of the
units.

FLAC3D software
Formula (1)
coordinates
transformation

Data text

Unit attributes
transformation

“Impgrid”
format
FLAC3D data text

Figure 3: Model transformation flowchart.

The geometric parameters and attributes of the SURPAC
units are read during data transformation. Then, the threedimensional coordinates of the FLAC3D unit are transformed in accordance with formulas (1) and are then grouped
together. The group name is the attribute of the corresponding SURPAC unit.
The numerical model could be rebuilt through the “call”
command in FLAC3D to transform the data, but it will consume many computer hours in building the model because
it faces a large amount of unit data. However, the “impgrid”
command embedded into FLAC3D could import all the
data at one time, which omits the remodeling process of
FLAC3D and shortens the computer hours; for instance, the
“call” command needs about three hours to build a threedimensional model with 10,000 units, whereas the “impgrid”
command only needs less than a minute at the same computer. However, the “call” and “impgrid” commands have
different call formats.
The format of the “impgrid” command is as follows.
(1) Node information.
(a) ∗ GRIDPOINTS.
(b) G Node No., Node Coordinate 𝑋, Coordinate 𝑌,
and Coordinate 𝑍.
(2) Unit information.
(a) 𝑍 Unit Type, Unit Number, and Node Number
contained by the unit.
(3) Grouping information.
(a) 𝑍 Group No., Unit Number contained by this
group.
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Figure 4: AUTOCAD plan view.

Based on the analysis of unit data relationship above,
the current study uses FORTRAN to compile the interface program. First, the program transforms the data into
the required data format. Then, the program calls in the
data using the “impgrid” command of FLAC3D, and then

it sums the boundary condition, initial condition, and
dynamic parameters of the soil body for calculations. Refer
to Figure 3 for specific procedures. However, the model
transferred from SURPAC can not make sure the grid
of element meets each other, then the command “attach
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Figure 6: Solid model of SURPAC.

face” in FLAC3D is needed to eliminate the errors of
calculation.

3. Application of Model
Transformation Procedure
Given a large iron/copper mine and the complicated properties distribution of rock mass the owner provides AUTOCAD
plan view of the mine, as shown in Figure 4 and AUTOCAD

vertical view of the mine, as shown in Figure 5, and the
north direction of each view is inconsistent. If other software,
such as ANSYS, is used to build the model, it needs to
determine the three-dimensional coordinates of each border
of the mine. Moreover, mistakes could easily occur because
of the huge work volume. In contrast, SURPAC only needs to
read the corresponding DXF files of the AUTOCAD drawings
and rotate them into the consistent northern direction, which
allows convenient and fast modeling and omits the work of
choosing points and determining coordinates.
A three-dimensional model was then constructed using
FLAC3D with the transformation technique proposed in this
paper and the modeling of the worked out section as an
example. The specific procedures are as follows.
(i) Building of the solid model. The AUTOCAD drawings
are loaded first, and then the coordinates of each point
in the graph are transformed into actual geographical
coordinates based on the planar distribution of the
prospecting line, the angle between the prospecting
line and the east-west axis, and the scale of the

6
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profile map. The specific scope of the lithology on
each geological prospecting profile is sealed, and
then it is linked up in sequence on different profiles.
The outermost profile is then sealed to form an
encapsulated three-dimensional entity [19], as shown
in Figure 6.
(ii) Building the block model. The spatial geometric model
of the orebody is divided into a multitude of unit
blocks as per the certain sizes of the blocks. Then,
values are assigned to the unit blocks that fill the
entire scope or orebody, and then the unit blocks
of the block model are subdivided automatically at
the physical border through the unit subdivision
technologies to ensure that the block model simulates
the geometric shape of the actual orebody, as shown
in Figure 7.
(iii) Generation of the FLAC3D model. The data file
generated by SURPAC and the FLAC3D file generated
by the interface program developed in the current
study, that is, FLAC3D, are used, and the information
of the entire model is imported through “impgrid,”
as shown in Figure 8. Moreover, the unit subdivision
resulted in the misalignment of the meshes in some
regions, but the subdivision units and raw units have

integral multiple relationships, as shown in Figure 2.
Thus, information transfer in misaligned areas of the
meshes could be achieved through the attach face
command in FLAC3D.
After calculation by FLAC3D, the displacement and state
contours are shown in Figure 9, which is in consistence with
the real situation.

4. Conclusion
(1) Considering the difficulty of using FLAC3D (geotechnical calculation software) for pretreatment modeling, the
current study combined SURPAC (mine design software) and
FLAC3D to utilize the advantage of SURPAC in simulating
geological features and to provide a calculation model that
conforms to the geological reality of FLAC3D.
(2) The differences between the information from the two
types of unit information, that is, SURPAC and FLAC3D,
were analyzed, the data relationship between units was built,
the data transformation technique was proposed, and the
FORTRAN was adopted to compile relevant transformation
procedures.
(3) When the transformation technique proposed in the
current paper was applied to the modeling of a given large
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Figure 9: The results calculated by FLAC3D.

iron/copper mine, it indicated that the proposed transformation technique and its corresponding interface program
transformed the SURPAC model into the FLAC3D model,
speeding up the FLAC3D modeling and verifying the feasibility and validity of the proposed transformation technique.
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